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The well thought out Web3 crypto project
rebuilding the payment structure in a
completely decentralised way.
IS0 20022 (Pending)

Executive Summary
Imagine you are having coffee with a friend in the park. She
mentions a pair of sneakers she likes and suggests you might like
them too. In an instant, a selection of sneakers flashes up into your
peripheral vision. As the digital images float by, she details the style,
allowing your AI assistant to fine-tune your selection. You see the
sneakers she recommended but you don’t like some of the
detailing. Your AI assistant copies them and open up your
customizer.
With a simple swipe, you give your friend access and together you
swap out the laces and tweak the colour combination. With
another gesture, you buy the sneakers — and purchase an NFT
version to dress your holographic avatar. They’ll be delivered from
the on-demand factory later in the week.
You say goodbye to your friend and tap your smart glasses to leave
the park. But in fact, you never left your couch.
Welcome to the metaverse, a hybrid virtual-physical extension of our
connected world. The metaverse uses augmented and mixed reality
to create a 3D version of the internet.
The increasing sophistication of several converging technologies is
powering these possibilities. Cloud computing, 3D modelling, game
design, and cloud mapping — a fast-evolving technology that
allows computers to understand the shapes around them — are all
contributing. The implications of this new world extend far beyond
creating unique retail experiences — many believe mixed reality
could change how we perceive the world around us.
Blending our physical and virtual worlds could significantly enrich our
day-to-day experiences. The metaverse offers broader access to
consumers than the material world does today. Take sporting
events, for example. Over the past year, we have seen them gain
virtual audiences attending games from their homes, regardless of
location or time zone.
“There will be no differentiation between the digital world and the
physical world. In the metaverse, time is irrelevant. These worlds
never pause. They are always there,” said Alan Smithson, co-founder
of MetaVRse, during a recent Clubhouse event.
Corporations have started to recognize these opportunities and are
building out their capabilities in augmented and mixed reality. Not
only are they developing devices to experience these worlds, but
they are also creating libraries and assets for on-demand
consumption. While the metaverse concept is still evolving, the
global augmented and mixed reality industry will grow at a
compound annual growth rate of 54%.
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Meta Base
At Meta Base, we're excited about a brand-new type of digital
good called a non-fungible token, or NFT. NFTs have exciting new
properties: they’re unique, provably scarce, tradeable, and usable
across multiple applications. Just like physical goods, you can do
whatever you want with them! You could throw them in the trash,
gift them to a friend across the world, or go sell them on an open
marketplace. But unlike physical goods, they're armed with all the
programmability of digital goods.
A core part of our vision is that open protocols like Ethereum and
interoperable standards like ERC-721 and ERC-1155 will enable
vibrant new economies. We're building tools that allow consumers to
trade their items freely, creators to launch new digital works, and
developers to build rich, integrated marketplaces for their digital
items.
We’re proud to be the first marketplace for NFTs implementing its
own cryptocurrency as the backbone of our current marketplace
but also into the future of web3 and the Metaverse

Genre Base
Genre Base was established in 2012 as the head of a free running
and free-thinking e-commerce development company. The
founder of the company started his first e-commerce website back
in 1995 as the owner of a music shop in Essex England that
produced mail order web pages for customers to view and make
orders by telephone or email if they had one.
Since those early days Genre Base has moved through many
evolutions and concepts that included multi channel multi fulfilment
e-commerce deployments in the field of Sport, Home, Craft,
Wedding, Vehicle and many others with its current trajectory
moving into the world of the Metaverse and Cryptocurrency.
Genre Base is excited to be where it is and its conceptional
Metaverse e-commerce and Meta Base (META) cryptocurrency
ready to power everything from within and is set to welcome in the
next 10 years of its existence inside this new pioneering technology.
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Meta Base (META)
Meta Base (META) is the accompanying cryptocurrency that will run
through the veins of the Meta Base Studio e-commerce platform
and the Intergastellar Metaverse.
Initially being released on the Bscscan Bep20 blockchain be sure to
join the mailing list on any of the websites for all the future updates
on this ground-breaking currency that will also be traded on our
independent Meta Exchange against all other cryptocurrencies!
Its initial price will be just $0.00005000
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mintable? NO
Burnable? YES
Snapshot? YES
Flash Loans? YES
Pause? YES
Vote? YES
Staking? YES

Meta Base Token

Asset Guarentee

Hard Cap

Team

Charity

Project Funding
This project requires zero funding and has also placed 50% of the
(META) contract into cold storage as an asset guarantee in-case of
the highly unlikely event of any losses.
Meta Base (META) Tokens available 1,000,000,000,000,000 (Quadrillion)
Hard Cap – 400 Billion (META)
Opening price for (META) will be $0.00005000 per token
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Meta Base Studio
Meta Base (META) and the Meta Base Studio’s goal is to achieve
mass adoption and the acceptance of it’s cryptocurrency within
the world of NFT and Metaverse ecommerce.

Why (META)
When blockchain meets e-commerce, the result is a totally new
paradigm of exchanging goods for value. The most obvious
challenges solved are lack of trust, fraud, slow transactions and
other costs related to middleman charges.
There are multimillion dollar companies which exist only to
guarantee that money will move from hand to hand given that
some conditions are met. Immutability and the low cost of the
transactions on the blockchain are key properties, which will
eliminate the need for these service providers, and this also includes
blockchain gas fees with excessive fess for the smallest of
transactions.
By integrating the Meta Base (META) cryptocurrency as a payment
method, all transactions are carried out directly, without going
through a middleman or currency conversion. The smart contract
implementation on the blockchain makes for very fast and
extremely secure transactions.
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Ecommerce
Initially the Meta Base Studio will open as a none vendor
marketplace with us selling artists, creators, designers and
commodity makers products.

Meta & Fiat
Prior to the Meta Base (META) being used solely as the currency
withinside the marketplace there will be a timed period of offering
Fiat as a payment method. Any fiat payments will be returned into
liquidity withinside the exchange.
Fiat methods of payment will be removed once (META) reaches the
price of $0.01 in a fiat calculation.
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Meta Base Studio
Being a customer of the Meta Base Studio requires owning Meta
Base (META) for the purchase of any product on the marketplace.

Meta Base (META) is available to buy on the Meta Exchange and
will have a connected wallet between the exchange and the Meta
Base Studio account so there is no requirement to move anything.
When a customer buys a product the amount of (META) is simply
deducted from their wallet over to the seller's wallet and the sale is
completed.
At the same time the seller's wallet is credited in their Meta Base
Studio account and is also replicated in the Meta Exchange.
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Meta Base Studio
Opening a Studio on Meta Base will give the widest range of selling
tools creators could ever want that allows them to quickly establish
and then build a successful digital asset selling machine.

With the lowest price membership studio owners can drive their
businesses forward knowing there is a greater control of their
expenses but also the currency they are selling with.
The marketplace charges 10 (META) to join ($0.0005) at current
dollar fiat price and that is for an unlimited time period and for
unlimited digital products with a 1% (META) fee per product per
sale.
Studio owners can also take advantage of 100% free minting on the
Harmony blockchain at point of sale.
How To Mint With Harmony One
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The Exchange
Meta Base Exchange will be where the Meta Base (META) token is
brought, sold and traded. If customers of the Meta Base
Marketplace want to buy a product and they don’t have (Meta)
then this is where they get it!

Customer wants to
buy product from the
Meta Base Studio

Studio owners
exchange wallet is
credited with their
earnings to sell, hold,
trade or cash out!

Studio owner make a
sale and receives
(META) as payment
for that sale.

Customer buys
(META) from the
bespoke Exchange

Customer buys
product from a
studio using their
(META)
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INTERGASTELLAR
Genre Base has now moved into the initial development of the
Intergastella Metaverse

As promised the initial Superclusters will be available to buy shortly.
Anyone wishing to do so must hold Meta Base (META) tokens for any
purchase.
The Meta Base Studio and Meta Base (META) cryptocurrency have
both been created to eventually only serve the needs of the
Intergastella Metaverse.
Build your own world with Intergastellar using Meta Base (META)
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Value & Mission
The e-commerce market has grown multi-fold in the previous couple
of decades, and virtual currencies have led the shift towards
transactions done via cryptocurrency - however, (META) is the
bridge that connects both - we have developed a fully functional ecommerce marketplace that serves as a shop where buyers can
purchase a variety of Digital Asset by paying with Meta Base (META).
In addition to the marketplace, we are working on a Payment
Gateway that can be integrated on partner and existing ecommerce websites which will give an option to consumers to pay
via Meta Base (META).
Moreover, in order to streamline this process and cover all layers of
the e-commerce domain, we are working on a Merchant Wallet
that will be modelled and utilised like existing prime Wallet providers
- but using Meta Base (META).
The Mission is to fix the inability of the existing ecommerce to benefit
from the multi-faceted world of Blockchain technology and to fully
integrate Meta Base (META) as the key cryptocurrency in the future
Metaverse!

Utility
• Marketplace for Direct Customers
• Dedicated Meta Base Exchange
• Payment Gateway Solution
• Utility Token (META) for the Meta Base & Genre Base Ecosystem

Products
• NFT and digital asset selling Studio
• Full suit of tools
• Free NFT minting using Harmony One blockchain
• Trading of Meta Base (META) to increase earnings
• Full integration into the Intergastellar Metaverse
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Tokenomics
This White Paper only represents a project that is already complete
and requires zero funding. This is not an IEO and there will be no
discounts or giveaways.
To have tokens updated with the blockchain they require a white
paper and various other things irrespective of the fact the project
requires nothing from anyone. Having tokens updated simply allows
an image (logo) to be loaded for clarification of the genuine
contract.
Genre Base Ltd has provided all the financial backing to this project
and there has been some small sales of (META) to known entities
who have provided part of the liquidity for the exchange when it
opens.
Meta Base (META) will list on the Meta Exchange at the fiat
equivalent of $0.00005000 with 40 billion of the (META) tokens being
available to buy ($20,000,000) by customers wanting to purchase
products.
When the Meta Base Studio goes live there will be an expected $5.9
billion worth of product and commodities available for purchase
that will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art
Sports
Collectables
Trading Cards
Domains
Utility
Music
Virtual Worlds

Meta Base Studio will also be selling and trading it’s range of Genre
Base Web3 and future Metaverse commodities including Platinum,
Gold and Silver but also future utility requirements as well as
Metaverse land and real estate.
Genre Base has a conservative target to drive the price of one Meta
Base (META) token to $1 by the end of 2022 using the simple
principal of Supply & Demand by having complete control of the
value amount of product available on the marketplace being
greater than the value amount of liquidity in (META) controlled
again on our independent meta exchange.
After launch Genre Base will commence its next stage of introducing
the Meta Base Cryptobank that will give Meta Base customers the
ability to spend against their Meta Base tokens and access
payments, process withdrawals and enable purchases with their
Meta Base Visa Card
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Project Details
Genre Base: https://genrebase.com
Name & Registered Office:
Genre Base LTD
55 Houghton Street
Southport
Merseyside
United Kingdom
PR9 0PG
Company No. 08225014
Vat No: GB290311920
Date of Incorporation: 24/09/2012
Country of Origin: United Kingdom
Tel: +44 151 324 3000
WhatsApp: +44 7949 363329
Meta Base Studio: https://metabase.studio
(Meta Base Studio is a trading name of Genre Base Ltd)
Meta Base (META) https://metabase.studio/meta-cryptocurrency/
The Meta Base (META) contract:
https://www.bscscan.com/token/0x6284eb5205a85a660392eee203e
a7682e27214f2#readContract
Intergastellar Metaverse:
https://intergastellar.games/

Founder
RAY LOVELL

Ray is an experienced computer engineer, coder, and hacker.
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

Genre Base Founder
Lovell Group Founder
Lovell Space & Wireless Founder
Meta Base (META) Founder
Meta Base Studio Founder
Bullion Exchange Founder
Billionaire Network Founder
Crypto Climate Exchange Co Founder
Co Founder of Energy Efficient Bitcoin
Energy Efficient Ethereum Co Founder
Mission Planet Co Founder

Linkedin
Twitter
Telegram
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Legal
Eligible Participation
Eligibility for participation in the initiatives described in this
whitepaper is not guaranteed and is likely to be subject to legal and
regulatory restrictions. Citizens or residents of countries where crypto
is illegal or regulated entities are ineligible to participate in Meta
Base and Meta Base (META) initiatives.
No Representations
No representations or warranties have been made to the recipient
or its advisers as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information, statements, opinions or matters (express or implied)
arising out of, contained in or derived from this whitepaper or any
omission from this document or of any other written or oral
information or opinions provided now or in the future to any
interested party or their advisers.
No representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or
reasonableness of any plans, future projections or prospects and
nothing in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or
representation as to the future.
To the fullest extent possible, all liability for any loss or damage of
whatsoever kind (whether foreseeable or not) which may arise from
any person acting on any information and opinions contained in this
whitepaper or any information which is made available in
connection with any further enquiries, notwithstanding any
negligence, default or lack of care, is disclaimed.
Restricted Transmission
This whitepaper must not be taken or transmitted to any jurisdiction
where distribution or dissemination of this whitepaper is prohibited or
restricted.
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Legal
Risk Statement
Meta Base (META) tokens may be subject to expropriation and/or
theft; hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may
attempt to interfere with our system/network in various ways,
including malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensusbased attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, and spoofing which may
result in the loss of your Meta Base (META) tokens, the loss of your
ability to access or control your Meta Base (META) tokens.
In such an event, there may be no remedy, and holders of
cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund, or
compensation.
The regulatory status of Meta Base (META) tokens and digital assets is
currently unsettled, varies among jurisdictions and subject to
significant uncertainty.
It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or
rules relating to Meta Base (META) tokens, digital assets, blockchain
technology, or blockchain applications may be implemented which
directly or indirectly affect or restrict Meta Base (META) token
holders’ right to acquire, own, hold, sell, convert, trade, or use Meta
Base (META) tokens.
The uncertainty in tax legislation relating to Meta Base (META) tokens
and digital assets may expose Meta Base (META) token holders to
tax consequences associated with the use or trading of Meta Base
(META) tokens.
Digital assets and financial products and services carry significant
risks. Potential purchasers should assess the nature of, and their own
appetite for, relevant risks independently and consult their advisers
before making any decisions.
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